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Operations research as a collection of mathematically heterogeneous disciplines is used to solve various problems. Although being of diverse nature, such problems have still some features in common. This is, above all, the fact that a mathematical (or graphical) model is used to approach such problems as well as that the quantitative characteristics always play a substantial role in their solution. To collect and record such input data necessary to solve a given problem requires some eff ort, which increases the likelihood of various errors. One of the typical problems in operations research is the TSP. The present paper is concerned with the collection and further processing of the input data necessary to solve such a problem.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
As the TSP is generally well-known, let us just observe that the problem of a travelling salesman is to fi nd the optimum arrangement of a tour of places and to know in which order he should visit all the places of his business to eventually return to the starting point. There are many variations to this basic problem. The criterion used to judge the quality of a route is usually its length, the travel time, and travel costs. There are numerous methods for solving this problem, but this paper will not deal with them. Generally, it is true that the time required to solve the problem grows very rapidly with the number of places to be visited. Devlin, 2005 characterizes this dependency as a factorial growth.
For all the methods and computer programs used to solve the TSP knowledge of the input data is essential. Such data may be obtained by various methods such as using an on-line route planner or GPS. The data thus collected are then arranged in a square m × m matrix showing m -1 places to be visited and one (the fi rst or the last one) place where the tour begin and end. The matrix itself containing m × m -m entries may be symmetric or non-symmetric. When repeatedly planning a distribution or collection route, it may happen that not all the places considered in the m × m matrix need to be visited in a particular case. Then only the currently relevant entries must be extracted from the original matrix. Thus, of all the m places, we only plan to visit some (say i) so that the m × m matrix must be reduced to an i × i square submatrix.
There is only slight attention paid in the literature to the problem of collecting, recording, presenting and, subsequently, processing such entries always assuming that they are available in required arrangement and quantity. (Practical experience shows that this is not always true. The TSP is o en solved only in an intuitive manner and that is why the input data have to be collected fi rst.) Various computer programs can be used to obtain the m × m matrix.
The Excel spreadsheet program seems to be the commonest tool available for such a task. This is also the reason why Kourková used it in her degree project in 2009. She obtained the necessary 10,600 entries of the original 103×103 input matrix relating to all the customers of a company using an on-line route planner. Except that creating such a matrix is tedious and error prone, using the program chosen to record the data seems to be reasonable. The original matrix then had to be used to produce the required submatrices of various sizes. Their sizes and contents had to be modifi ed as required. Since the method for reducing the original matrix had to be available even for an ordinary user not supposed to be versed in programming, the question had to be resolved what possibilities are off ered by Excel in this regard. (In the sequel, Excel will always mean MS Excel 2003.) A er considering all the tools off ered by the spreadsheet program, one could see that this operation had not been foreseen. Therefore, nontraditionally using one of the Excel menus designed to create contingency table and graphs proved a practicable way out of this diffi culty. The method chosen is described clearly and in detail on pages 65 plus of the degree project. The result of the reduction is the required square submatrix containing all the entries necessary to solve a particular problem. However, this method has a defect as the resulting submatrix contains a superfl uous heading in its fi rst column (as a remnant of the contingency table), which is baffl ing. Considering the size of the original matrix (103×103), all the subsequent demos will only contain its small sections. Figs. 1 and 2 show the appearance of the original matrix entries and the submatrix created. There was a natural question whether the required modifi cations of the original matrix could be done using Excel without containing the superfl uous heading or what other methods could be used to simply reduce the matrix.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A er analyzing the method of matrix reduction designed by Kourková, we arrived at a conclusion that the main diffi culty in reducing the matrix was the method chosen for obtaining the input data, that is, the matrix. With this in mind, we could design three diff erent methods of reducing the original matrix, which, in addition to discarding the undesired heading, were more effi cient: 1. Use the method designed by Kourková and repair the above defect through minor changes as the standard Excel menus do not allow for any other way of reducing the size of the matrix. 2. Reduce the original matrix to a required submatrix by writing a Submatrix (in Czech Submatice) macro.
1: A section of the original m × m matrix of distances
3. Obtain the input data by a method quite diff erent from that of using a matrix as before. A table used for storing data such as one in a relational database seems to be a tool appropriate to our purposes. To data modifi ed in this way, one can subsequently apply a previously written macro called Create_submatrix (in Czech Tvorba_ submatice) to create the original matrix 103×103. This matrix will subsequently serve as input to a Submatrix macro creating in a new worksheet a reduced matrix in a form that can be used for solving the TSP (both macros written to reduce the original matrix along with demos are available at: https://akela.mendelu.cz/~xzach/ emm/submatice.xls). It is clear that, without some programming skills, the possibilities of reducing the matrix size are very limited.
Let us now look at the ways of reducing the matrix in more detail.
When designing and describing the fi rst method on pp. 65 to 68, even the author knew that using a contingency table for these purposes was nonstandard as, on page 69, she says: "It is clear that the contingency table was not originally designed for these purposes but rather to visualize the relationship of two statistical attributes. The row and column sums represent the number of occurrences of an event regardless of the other event. For this reason, the rows of a contingency table contain the header Sum of (in Czech Součet z)." This header in column one of a contingency table (undesired for the purpose of reducing the matrix) (see Fig. 2 ) can be removed by modifying each cell. However, since no two cells of a table may have an identical town denomination (as it was possible in the original matrix see Fig. 1) , to distinguish them, we will use the prefi x "from" (in Czech "z") for towns of column one and the prefi x "to" (in Czech "do") for towns in row two of the contingency table -see Fig. 3 (macros could also be written to carry out these modifi cations rather than performing them manually).
The second method of reducing the original square matrix to a submatrix also uses the fact that the original data source is an m × m matrix. Two conditions must be fulfi lled before launching a Submatrix macro: a subset of towns must be defi ned for the new submatrix and a cell must be marked the fi rst element of the set of towns from which the subset is chosen.
This means that, in the original matrix, we fi rst highlight in boldface those towns in column one that are to be contained in the submatrix. This fulfi ls the fi rst condition.
2: A section of the contingency table with undesired headers

3: The section after text modification
4: The original matrix with a button for launching a Submatrix macro
Next, the fi rst cell in this column has to be clicked with a town regardless of whether it is highlighted or not. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the list of all towns is contained in column A, the fi rst town is in cell A10 and the fi rst town for us to choose (boldface) in cell A13 (Dobrá Voda), we need to click cell A10. This fulfi ls the second condition.
All we have to do now is launch the Submatrix macro. This may be done in two diff erent ways. The fi rst, more complex one, is to launch it from the system menu (Tools -Macro -Macros -Submatrix -Launch). The second, more user-friendly one, is to use a button with the same label placed directly in the Distance Matrix Excel demo worksheet, which can be found in the fi le at the above-mentioned URL. This button may be copied at will between new worksheets in this fi le. Both ways have the same eff ect: creating in a new worksheet a new square submatrix containing towns in column A of the original matrix highlighted in boldface before the macro is launched. Thus, using this macro is very useful and, provided that both conditions are fulfi lled before the macro is launched, the desired submatrix is obtained in a new worksheet.
The algorithm used by the Submatrix macro can be divided into three phases. In phase one, the list of towns in the original matrix is scanned until the end of the list is reached (an empty cell) while creating a list of the future towns. Here is a simplifi ed pseudo-code:
WHILE the cell is non-empty DO IF the cell is highlighted THEN add a new town to the submatrix; remember the new count of towns in the submatrix; END IF go to the next cell of the list; LOOP In the second phase, a new worksheet is created in the workbook with matrix headers, that is, horizontal and vertical town names as headers of the submatrix. This is described by the following simplifi ed pseudo-code:
Create and rename a new worksheet; go to a new worksheet; FOR i = 1 TO number of the new towns DO insert town into the cell with coordinates (i + 1, 1); insert town into the cell with coordinates (1, i + 1); NEXT In the third phase, the relevant distances are copied. The following simplifi ed pseudo-code describes this. Note that the macro can create a submatrix from both a symmetric and nonsymmetric original matrix of distances:
FOR y = 1 TO number of new towns DO FOR x = 1 TO number of new towns DO To cell (x + header, y + header) in the new worksheet assign the corresponding value from the original matrix; NEXT NEXT When launched, this macro creates the desired submatrix on a new Excel worksheet. If, for instance, we want to create from the original 103×103 matrix a submatrix with 10 towns (Děčín, Havířov, Hlučín, Holešov, Cheb, Kolín, Měřín, Most, Písek, Tábor), we obtain the matrix shown by Fig. 5 .
The third method of reducing the original matrix is based on the idea that storing the input data as a square m × m matrix is not the best way if such data are to be further processed. Therefore, it is assumed that the original data are stored in a We will use a demo example from the Table worksheet in the demo fi le at https:// akela.mendelu.cz/~xzach/emm/submatice.xls to describe and demonstrate the third method. The Table worksheet contains demo data in the form as shown by Fig. 6 . Next, a Create_Matrix will be applied to this table, which can be launched in two diff erent ways: using the standard Excel menu (Tools -Macro -Macros -Create_Matrix -Run) or by pressing a button displayed directly in the worksheet labelled with the macro name. Compared with the Submatrix macro, only one condition must be fulfi lled before running this macro (Create_ Matrix) , that is, the fi rst cell must be clicked in the Town column containing a particular value (town). The macro will then create a new worksheet with an original m × m matrix of distances, which can then be processed by the Submatrix macro launched as described above selecting various submatrices at will.
The algorithm of the Create_Matrix macro can be divided into two phases. The fi rst phase creates a new worksheet as described above. The second phase then creates a distance matrix as described by the simplifi ed pseudo-code below:
WHILE the cell is non-empty DO remember the current town; WHILE the current town is not different DO copy the matrix entries; LOOP LOOP
The data stored in this way in a relational database can be imported to Excel by two diff erent methods. The fi rst method involves the use of a CSV fi le. This is, however, limited by a maximum number of rows in a worksheet, that is, 65 536. The second method uses a direct link between Excel and a relational database. It is, however, not the purpose of this paper to deal with these issues in detail. For more information, see the MySQL Manual (2010) and a paper available at Wall.cz (2010) .
1 For example: http://www.or.deis.unibo.it/research_pages/tspso .html
SUMMARY
In this paper, the authors wanted to judge the suitability and effi ciency of methods of obtaining, presenting, and further processing the input data of the TSP using Excel as designed by Kourková, improve this method in a suitable way and off er a diff erent approach to processing such data. In the fi rst part, the problem was how Excel can be used to reduce an original square m × m matrix to a square i × i submatrix with i < m. The method designed by Kourková made a non-traditional use of an Excel option designed for diff erent purposes -for creating contingency table. A drawback of this method was a superfl uous header remaining from the contingency table. When looking for ways of creating the necessary submatrix without the unwanted header, the authors arrived at the following three solutions: 1. Use the solution designed by Kourková and, in the resulting i × i submatrix, carry out partial modifi cations to repair the above defect. 2. To create an i × i submatrix use a Submatrix macro applying it to the original m × m matrix. 3. If the distances are stored in a relational database as entities in a table as described above, use macro a Create_Matrix to transform the data into a form to which, subsequently, the Submatrix macro can easily be applied to create i × i submatrices at will. There are certainly other methods that could use other tools (both commercial and non-commercial 1 ) and the user's knowledge to create the desired submatrix effi ciently. However, this paper is concerned with those possibilities that users with only a basic computer background can employ using commonly available tools. The solutions off ered fulfi l the purpose and, therefore, can fi nd their practical applications.
